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About This Game

It be the golden age of pirates! Dogs of the sea! Quite literally.
Our swashbuckling sausage-dog star is Gaius James Rover, son of the famous clown Jolly Rover, who died from a blow to the

groin from an improperly loaded joke cannon.
Following the tragically comedic death of his father, young Gaius, who insists on using his middle name James, goes to live with

his uncle, a wealthy plantation owner on a small Caribbean island. While practising a particularly tricky juggling move, he
accidentally taints a barrel of rum with tobacco, creating a potent and addictive brew which he coins ‘Jolly Rover’, one of the

most prized substances in the Caribbean.
Alas, the wealth of Jolly Rover sales only manages to fill the pockets of his uncle, and Gaius longs for action and adventure and,

more importantly, the opportunity to start his own circus and follow in the footsteps of his father.
It is not long before the fumbled juggling ball of opportunity raps Gaius smartly on the head yet again. While his uncle is away,

a large contract for Jolly Rover arrives from Guy DeSilver, Governor of the notorious Groggy Island, with payment upfront!
In a blinding flurry of optimism, Gaius pools his meagre savings with this advance and charters a ship and crew to take him to

Groggy Island. Along the way he meets a colourful band of seafaring cutthroats, scallywags and rogues otherwise known as
pirates.

It is here we begin to follow the short and stubby tail of Gaius across three wild and untamed tropical islands, as he attempts to
fulfil his dream of starting a circus, hampered only by pirates, villains, voodoo, love and considerable lack of loot.

Jolly Rover is a traditional 2D point and click adventure, including casual elements, such as an integrated hint system, and task
bar. Bonus elements include unlockable Captain Bio's, music, concept art and developer commentary!

Key features:
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Over 60 beautifully rendered scenes to explore

25 colourful, fully animated and voiced characters

Traditional point and click adventure with simple one-click interface

Organic and fully integrated hint and task tracking system

Unlockable extras include Captain Bio's, concept art, music tracks and directors commentary
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Boring... Kinda storyless... Simple though... It was cheap though... You have to really love top down I guess.... While miles
better than their first Sherlock Holmes game, this second outing is still not good. The plot's a bit of a jumble, and the items you
have to find far too hidden. There's also no first person option, so most of the game is spent watching Holmes walk slowly
around the large areas.

Frogwares gets better though! In fact every game after this is well worth playing, even the silly Hound of the Baskervilles.. Very
entertaining. funny, challenging, sounds good. ok, now I'm waiting for the "Discovering Colors - Vehicles". Best CD32 shoot-
em-up I've played, uh, this year? Yeah, sounds about right.. A great little action platformer with a Halloween theme. Definitely
worth your time.
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This is *the* game for fans of the ClaDun series. If you liked x2 and the original, you will love this one.

The title is not just for show; many of the assets carried over from x2 have been redrawn or modified to fit the theme.

Edit: Notable New Features

Deathgeon - Ten floor dungeon where enemies start at high levels and difficult types\/traps are common. Loss only occurs when
you run out of time, not when you become KO'd. Supposedly you fight bosses from previous ClaDun installments on the final
floor.

Mu-Geon - Technically not new, but it was not in ClaDun x2 and reappears in Returns with a caveat: Mu-Geons negate the
effects of titles on equipment, artifacts, etc.

The Arena - A dungeon that consists solely of a circular arena. Kill a wave of mobs to access two chests, the exit, and a portal to
the next floor. Each floor forces you through a random gate. Great for using classes or builds that would normally be bad at
sustaining themselves in a standard Rangeon. Great source of titles, but really poor exp farm.

Ex Dungeons - Rearranged versions of the dungeons you played during the story. Generally more difficult but more rewarding.
One unique recruitable character lives in each stage, so this is a great source of characters if you are feeling unimaginative and
want some stock characters to round out your roster.

The Castle - Basically a universal, secondary Magic Circle. Each space requires a somewhat expensive stone piece. The rarer the
piece, the more stats it gives and the less likely it is to recieve a disenchantment. You can pay a decent sum of gold to remove
these debuffs and keep the stone or just remove a stone entirely.

Weapon Refinement - Weapons will get kill points the more you use them in dungeons. You can redeem these at the Blacksmith
to attach weak titles in all four slots. You can use this system to quickly farm weak titles for your Armor and Shield.

Quests - Yes quests! These can range from visiting old story dungeons to kill new enemies that have spawned in them or clearing
certain stages in a certain amount of time. They are repeatable with diminishing returns and give gold, items, and even fame..
Fun, old skool RPG. Again goes to show that while glitzy graphics are cool to look at, gameplay is KING. And this game, while
I've only spent a short time playing, has polished gameplay and slick interface. Hope there will be more..... La Péri is a
beautifully done (and beautiful) experience for the Vive which, allthough brief, is a pleasure to explore. The sense of presence
in the environment is remarkable, and I've found myself returning to it simply for the enoyment of playing through the story
again. It's also a must to introduce non-gamers to the Vive.. The artwork during the cutscenes is really nice.

The rest is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Worst Painkiller game ever made.

3\/10. I really liked this game. The atmosphere is totally immersive, everything is complementary: the esthetics, the lighting use,
the music, the objects overfilling in the case of some scenarios, or their absence in others. Anyway, the story accomplish its
goal, Lovecraft (would be) grateful.
Puzzles represent a changing difficulty, which seemed great to me, because it allowed me to warm up.
To me, to be honest, the game took around 10 hours. Some enigmas made me think and think, and in fact, I still didn´t get all the
achievements.
Related to price, it may seem a little expensive, but honestly in my country a movie ticket costs u$s 8 and it only takes 2 or 3
hours of my time.
This game is a successful genre specimen. I´m eager for its sequel!

El juego me gustó mucho. La atmósfera es totalmente inmersiva, todos los elementos se complementan: la estética, el uso de las
luces, la música, el abarrotamiento de objetos en algunos de los escenarios, o su ausencia en otros. Asimismo, la historia cumple
su objetivo, Lovecraft agradecido.
Los puzzles presentan una dificultad que varía, lo que me pareció buenísimo, porque me permitió ir entrando en calor.
A mí, la verdad, el juego me llevó unas 10 horas. Hubo algunos enigmas que me hicieron pensar y pensar, y de hecho, todavía
no conseguí todos los extras.
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En relación con el precio, puede parecer un poco caro, pero sinceramente en mi país una entrada de cine cuesta u$s 8 y solo
ocupa 2 o 3 horas de mi tiempo.
El juego es un exitoso espécimen del género. ¡Espero ansiosa su continuación!

. This game rules. If you're at all into space shooters \/ bullet hell style games, give this one a shot - probably one of the best I've
ever played.
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